Investigation Summary Report

Private Residence
Bossier City, LA
HISTORY
Date of Investigation: September 28, 2010
Participants: Bess Maxwell, John Combs
NOTE: The owners of this home have requested confidentiality. Some information may have
been obscured to honor their request. This in now way affects the data presented, or any
conclusions herein.

BACKGROUND
Clients have live in this home for about 15 months. It sits on the site of a former plantation. The
clients, as well as visitors, have claimed to have seen apparitions, including that of a small,
female child, heard voices, and experienced objects being moved without human intervention.
This activity seems to center around the times the female client is present.
EQUIPMENT: digital cameras, digital audio recorders, various EMF meters including Tri-Fields,
motion detectors, ion counters, digital thermometers, and PEAR REG-1 units for the detection of
anomalous consciousness with software on Hewlett Packard computers.

INVESTIGATION
No anomalous photos, unusual ion counts, motion detection, hot spots, or cold spots were
detected. No EVP was recorded. No sources of infrasound were noted. No anomalous EMF
fields were encountered.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES
Investigator Bess Maxwell was in the master bedroom, attempting to get responses from requests
to knock on the common wall between the master bedroom and the master bathroom, where such
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events had happened at prior times. John Combs was approaching the closed door of the main
bathroom, which was closed completely, at the time of the requests being made. The master
bedroom is at the left end of the trailer, and the main bath almost at the opposite right end. Just
at the bath door was approached, about 3 feet away, 3 thumps were heard on the bathroom door,
seeming to come from the inside portion of the door. The door was immediately opened, and no
one was inside, nor any object on the floor, nor any object found that could have made this
thumping noise with the room unoccupied. The timing was confirmed by Bess Maxwell exiting
the master bedroom, and coming to the main bath, just as the bathroom was being examined for a
natural cause of the thumping. Exact cause, natural, was never ascertained.

CONSCIOUSNESS DETECTION: - PEAR UNITS / SOFTWARE
This testing is passive in nature and designed to statistically detect by probability, the presence of
human consciousness affecting REG-1 units by the quantum tunneling method, when all
incarnate consciousness has been removed from the testing areas. The minimum reporting
standard for this type study on the consciousness is p< .05, with the .05 being the probability the
event could be due to chance alone. A total of 29 tests were run. At the minimum reporting
standard of .05, we could expect to receive 1.45 tests due to chance alone. (29 x .05 = 1.45) The
mean score of the 3 positive tests was .031091, so the corrected expectation would be .90 false
positives, due to chance.
The test results were as follows:
Washroom 1
Front Bedroom 1
Main Bath 2

z= 1.876
z= 1.725
z= 1.993

p< .030328
p< .043173
p< .023131

The statistical probability that all three tests were false positives, due to chance alone, and thus
not indicative of the presence of an anomalous human consciousness reacting through quantum
tunneling is:
P< .0000304974

CONCLUSION
At the time of testing, and in the places tested, no interactive data was gathered, with the
exception of the unexplained 3 knocks on the bathroom door, while such a request was
simultaneously being made in another area of the home. The Consciousness Testing by the
PEAR units/software was positive, but not very strong.
This data alone would not be extremely conclusive of an anomalous presence. Other
investigations here have shown very strong results, far in excess of this visit, but support the
weak data gathered on this visit. We would recommend additional follow up testing at future
times to follow what may be strong/weak cycles of activity.
We would like to thank the clients for their gracious hospitality, and for allowing us to perform
additional research at this residence. We hope to visit again soon.
John Combs
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